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This month: Check out the online schedule-at-a-glance for Summit 2022: Pushing Possibilities, reporting
on serious legal problems in Western Canada, stories from people impacted by mpox, and more.

Note: If you prefer to receive this newsletter in either English or French only, please change your preferences.

 

 

 

  THE LATEST
 

1.
  The schedule-at-a-glance for the online edition of Summit 2022:

Pushing Possibilities (October 18-20) is now up. This year’s online
event will consist of three days of panels, workshops, roundtables
and presentations, with virtual keynote addresses by Jorge Flores-
Aranda, Chanelle Gallant, and Hannah Kia. The complete
program, which will include the schedule for the in-person Summit
(October 27-28 in Vancouver), will be available shortly. To register
for either the online (free) or in-person Summit, click here.

 

2.
  Do legal systems in Western Canada meet the needs of

2S/LGBTQ+ communities? In short, no. CBRC’s Research Team
conducted qualitative interviews with 21 queer and trans people in
British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba about their
experiences with, and views of, the legal system. The results are
included in a new report, “Access to Justice: 2SLGBTQQIA+
Legal Problems in Western Canadian Communities: Findings
from a Qualitative Study.” You can read more about the unique
legal challenges that 2S/LGBTQ+ people face, along with CBRC’s
recommendations for action, here.

 

3.
  The Advance Alliance has recently published its Program

Inventory, an online toolkit repository that showcases some of the
work undertaken by the five community-based Alliance members
between 2018 and 2022. Each of these unique and innovative
projects works to improve the accessibility and uptake of health
services among GBT2Q folks in Canada. The goal of the inventory
is to encourage information sharing and provide resources for
program adoption between community stakeholders. Click here for
more information.

 

 

 

  THE READ   While mpox continues to impact our communities, there is still not a
lot of information available to people who contract it. This month,
CBRC is running a series of first-person accounts of people with
mpox who agreed to share their stories in the hopes of reducing
stigma and providing much-needed firsthand information for our
communities. In our first profile, John L. (a pseudonym) from
Calgary shares what contracting mpox was like for him. “You don’t
think it’s going to happen to you,” he writes. “I’m a single guy and
we’ve just spent two-and-a-half years by ourselves… The lockdown
was incredibly hard for me, and I’m sad and scared to feel alone
again.” We commend these folks for their bravery in choosing to
share their experiences publicly. Read John L’s story here.

     

 

 

   

  OUR COMMUNITY: 
Tara Chanady

  In the realms of academia and advocacy, there has long been a lack
of equal attention and study paid to the needs and histories of
lesbians, bisexual and queer women. Throughout her studies and
teaching career, Tara Chanady has brought focus to LBQ spaces
and identities, and her positions at CBRC as both a Summit
Program Committee member and a new member of the board
guarantee further attention given where attention is long overdue.

“There’s been more funding for gay men’s health research—like a
lot more funding—than for queer women,” she says. “There’s really
a lack of research that looks at the intersection of what it means to
be a woman and to be sexually diverse.” Chanady’s academic
research work with professor Olivier Ferlatte at the École de Santé
Publique de l’Université de Montréal directly addresses this
imbalance through its analysis of mental health and cannabis use
amongst younger LGBTQ+ communities with a personal aim to
challenging the continued pathologization and victimization of
young lesbian, bisexual or queer women. 

Above and beyond this vital research, Chanady also has also led
the classroom in courses related to media, globalization and
popular culture, filtered through a distinctly queer and feminist lens.
“I was pretty young when I started teaching, and there was maybe
only a 7-year gap between myself and the students,” she recalls. “I
was so nervous in terms of coming out, but once I started casually
mentioning at the start of the first class about my partner or
something gay, every year there would be gay students who’d
come to see me after and would be so excited. It was very
touching, and it’s only just become more and more visible.”

This sexual diversity in the classroom is also one Chanady sees
echoed in the urban fabric of Montréal, where a plethora of new
parties and clubs aimed directly at lesbian-identifying women
including Ellelui and Sweet Like Honey has taken off in recent
months. “Lesbians have had a tendency to be a little bit more
invisible in social spheres, including the gay village. Part of it is also
due to being socialized as women, and a little more repressed and
less expansive about sexuality,” she says. But noting the change,
Chanady adds, “The post-pandemic lesbian energy is insane! I
guess you can say it’s now on the agenda!”
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  “All of these collectives and initiatives popping up
everywhere really speak to the resilience and

agency of queer women when it comes to making
it work in a world that’s not built for them.”

 

 

 

   

  IN CASE YOU MISSED
IT

  Brook Biggin was named Interim Executive Director of CBRC,
as our Board continues the search for our new ED.
Friday was the National Day for Truth and Reconciliation.
Brook Biggin and Two-Spirit Manager Jessy Dame made a
statement.
CBRC was well represented at the International AIDS
Conference held in Montreal last month. Read what some staff
had to say about the experience here.

 

 

   

  CBRC IN THE MEDIA  
Some recent interviews and articles about our work:

Interview with Martin Morberg, Daniel Sands and William Flett
about the Medicine Bundle (Outlook TV, interview begins at
14:40)
Nova Scotians at High Risk for Monkeypox Can Soon Book a
Vaccine Appointment (CTV News)
N.S. Set to Open its First Pre-exposure Monkeypox Vaccine
Clinic (Global News)
New Harm Reduction Program for 2SLGBTQIA+ Community in
Halifax (Global News)

 

 

   

  COMING UP...   The Two-Spirit Team is working with our Education & Programming
Team on a project to raise awareness about U=U and PrEP
access for Two-Spirit, queer, and trans Indigenous people in
Manitoba.

On October 19, CBRC will present the results of You + U = U, a
project in partnership with Sexual Health Nova Scotia and AIDS
Coalition of Nova Scotia to understand the current perceptions of
HIV in Nova Scotia. During this webinar, we will discuss what we’ve
heard through our focus groups and the messaging we’ve
developed to address the knowledge gaps. Click here to register.

 

 

 

  Get Involved
 

  CBRC is looking to hire a Peer Navigator. As part of an expansion
of our HIV self-testing work, the Peer Navigator will provide support

and promote the program to people of diverse genders and
sexualities who have received HIV self-test(s) from a mail-home

program. To learn more, click here.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Community-Based Research Centre (CBRC) promotes the health
of people of diverse sexualities and genders through research and

intervention development.
To learn more visit www.cbrc.net.
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